MARKET & TECHNOLOGY
INSIGHTS
CREATING POWERFUL INSIGHTS INTO
DYNAMIC TECHNOLOGIES & MARKETS

„VUCA“ HAS CAUSED A LANDSLIDE IN TRANSPARENCY
Many research & strategy departments across industries are
struggling to maintain grip upon future developments:
Volatility. Speed and the dynamics of change have accelerated
dramatically
Uncertainty. Predictability and understanding of issues and events
has decreased substantially
Complexity and ambiguity. Cause-and-effect chain and confusion
that surrounds organization have increased
Therefore, the need to review and adjust technology roadmaps &
customer priorities has increased fundamentally.
REGAINING THE GRIP ON TECHNOLOGY, MARKET AND CUSTOMER
DYNAMICS
Robust market and technology insights are the fundamental
requirements to act in an uncertain environment.
Short-term adjustability
Customer
access insights

Market
insights

Technology
insights
Long-term vision

At AKKA Consulting, we create powerful insights into new
technologies, market dynamics and access roads into these markets.
Thereby, we do not promote single-line forecasts, but deliver different
scenarios and the forces that drive them. Together with our clients,
we then assess the best options. Taking robust decisions in uncertain
times.

OUR BENEFITS
Delivering powerful insights into
dynamic industries. With our high profile
research projects, we help our clients
to minimize investment risks by helping
them to:
Assessing the right technologies to
invest
Identifying the most attractive
customers to target
Defining the most effective way to
gain access

SAMPLE RESULTS OF PROJECTS
> Technology: E-Mobility study for a
Tier1: Identification of the lead
technologies and requirements
> Market: Identification of alternative
applications for an existing technology
in surface treatment
> Customer: Diversification study for a
Tier1 in connectivity

THREE PERSPECTIVES OF OUR
RESEARCH PROJECTS
Depending on your individual need,
we deliver powerful insights in the
following three focus perspectives - or
a combination of them:

AKKA INSIGHTS - ROBUST INFORMATION IN
UNCERTAIN
Our core competence in insights research is centered around four
industry change drivers and three perspectives:
Perspectives
Topics

Technology insights
Evaluation of drivers for
technological change
Creation of technology
roadmaps
Quantification of technology
market shares and volumes
Value chain configurations
Market insights
Identification of target
customer segments
Profiling of target customer
requirements
Analysis of target price
developments
Evaluation of competitive
environment
Customer Access insights
Analysis of specific customer
purchasing process,
organization, key
stakeholders
Analysis of different entry
scenarios
Execution of customer
matching meetings

Methods

TWO PERSPECTIVES: MARKETS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Our research activities include two core perspectives - market
developments and technology developments - detail see sidebar.
CONTENT IS CENTERED AROUND FOUR CHANGE DRIVERS
Four words are reshaping the mobility industry: Connectivity,
Autonomous Driving, Services and Electrification. As part of Europe’s
Leading Engineering and Consulting companies, AKKA Consulting
has very strong competence and a wide network of experts to
generate robust insights in these four areas. Lead questions from our
clients may include:
“what other alternatives exist for a traditional ICE supplier?”
“which OEM is particularly strong in Connectivity”
“what part of the EV powertrain is attractive for a new player”?
“how can we enter the market of LiDAR for a particular OEM?”
PROVEN METHODS DELIVER POWERFUL RESULTS
As information value needs to be highly up-to-date, most of our
studies focus on primary research elements. Thereby, we leverage the
network of one of Europe’s largest engineering and consulting players.
Secondary data is then used substantiate and quantify findings.
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